Juris® Suite Core Reporting Module

Help increase partner income with real time relevant
information tailored for each individual at the firm and
delivered how and when they need it to make decisions.

Juris® Suite revolutionizes how information is developed,
distributed and used for decision making. Forget the
traditional notion of long, highly detailed reports that
are only available well after the relevant decision-making
window has passed. Juris Suite turns the old-fashioned
reporting model on its head by allowing each individual
at the firm to decide exactly what information they want,
how they want to see it and use it, and when they get it.
Moreover, management information will have utility beyond
simply reading a report. Juris Suite content can be used to
navigate or drill-down to detailed information underlying
the management report. Content can be manipulated and
extracted into other applications like Microsoft® Excel® to
allow for quick and easy analysis. Never again will you have
to hear, “The software can’t provide that report” or, “That
will take days to do.” Virtually any relevant management
information model can be constructed and deployed
using Juris Suite.

Law firm leaders told us they needed situational awareness
rather than reams of printed reports about what happened
in the past. They told us that increasingly they must know
exactly how the firm is doing in real time. And beyond
knowing what is happening, they need information and
tools to make the right decisions to get back on track to
achieve their goals.
• No need for custom reports accessed separately
from Juris. All Microsoft® Access® reports and any future
custom reports can be converted into the firm’s report
library in Juris Suite.
• Advanced report design capabilities enable the firm
to create a vast array of custom reports, including
Web-page-like “dashboards.” Reports are no longer
limited to columns and rows, but also images, charts
and graphs can be embedded.
• Design new reports from existing reports by using any
report as a starter template.

• Tailor reports to each individual at the firm to meet
their unique demands. And each individual can decide
in what format(s) and when they want to receive
information. Delivery is handled automatically.
• Link reports together to facilitate complex drilldown
relationships and analysis.
• Easy export to Excel® for analysis.
• Analysis tools such as “pivot-table” features allow
for easy manipulation of data, like changing
parameters, reorganizing and sorting information.

Lexis® Online Marketplace
Juris subscription customers have access to Lexis online
marketplace, a resource for content including reports,
billing formats and billing compliance rules.

About the Juris Suite
Juris Suite consists of MyJuris and Core Reporting with
optional add-in modules: Business Intelligence and Budgeting.
Core Reporting include the standard Juris library of reports,
including enhanced financial statements, tools to design and
import custom reports and reporting distribution tools. The
Business Intelligence module incorporates a separate data
cube to significantly increase the speed of report processing,
which is particularly important for larger firms or firms with
demanding reporting requirements involving large transaction
volumes over multiple accounting periods. In addition,
Business Intelligence will include the dashboard designer,
the business metrics standard library and the metrics
designer. Budgeting will enable firms to build more complex
budgets and incorporate that information in custom reports,
dashboards, and key performance indicators/metrics.
Budgeting will also include import tools to bring in payroll
information and other relevant data to design the most
complex analyses that require detailed staff cost information.

To learn more about Juris Suite Core
Reporting Module and Juris Suite, go to
www.juris.com or call 888.613.0256.
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